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SZZT SAVER®ALL IN ONE POST TOP

1. Application

Urban roads, squares, parking, residential areas, institutions, military
barracks,industrial areas,farms,resorts,villas,courtyards and other outdoor places of
lighting.

2. Features

—— All in one design
—— Integrated design without cabling
—— Waterproof IP65
—— Solar power free, no maintenance cost
—— High efficiency Monocrystalline silicon solar panel, lifespan 25 years
—— Integrates lighting sensor and timing control to save power
—— 5 years warranty

3. Size
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4. Technical parameters

Wattage 30W

Solar panel Monocrystalline 6V25W

LFP lithium Battery 3.2V36AH

Material Housing 6063 Aluminum Alloy

LED quantity 312PCS

PIR motion sensor Detection distance:5-8m Detection Angle:<140°

Lighting mode motion sensor mode & timing control mode

LED Working Mode ＆

working time

1、Mode A :4Hrs 100% power working=remaining time
working with sensor
2、Mode B : Sensor mode for whole night

Turn ON /OFF Turn on and Turn off the lamp by remote control.

Charging time 10 hours under strong sunlight

Discharge conditions -10℃- +50℃

Charging conditions 0℃- +50℃

Installation Height:4-6m

Installation spacing 9-12m

Commend pole diameter Φ76mm

Product Size
Φ520mm*H105±5%
Φ520mm*H248±5%(with base）

Water poof class IP65
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5. Installation

1) Before installation, please do the following test: turn on the power switch (press
button switch), and cover the solar panel with cardboard (or put the solar panel on
the ground), the post top should be light up. Then take away the shelter and the post
top should light Off. (picture 1)
2. Loosen the fixing screw on the base of the post top properly until it can fit into
the pole (picture 2)
3. Adjust the position of the post top on the base and tighten the fastening screws
properly. (picture 3)

After installation,please use the remote face toward the sensor and press the
button "ON",

the fixture will flash 1 time ，and then light up.Please set the working mode as
following steps:
 Press "A" button,the lamp will be 100% power working at the first 4

hours+remaining time working with Sensor.
 Press "B" button,the lamp will working at sensor mode for whole night.

After setting finished,the fixture will flash 1 time and then light off if at daytime,then
work normally at night.

6. Warm tips:
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1）The battery may not be able to work when you receive the lamp,kindly note that
there is battery self-discharge during storage and transportation. Please switch ON
the lamp and place it under the sun for 1-2 days. After that, turn it on and it will work
normally.
2）The lamps will automatically activated if the environment brightness is lower
than 20 lux when getting it out of the box .Please use remote control to switch it OFF
before put it back into the box.
3）The sensor distance will be reduced when the ambient temperature rises to
approaching human temperature.
4）The lamps will automatically light up at night after installation . If need to test at
day time, please use the remote to aim the infrared receiver of the lamp, press ON,
and the lamp will flashing one time and light up .When the setting is complete, the
light will be off after flicking one time in the day time, and the lights will be on
normally at night.
5）In the rainy day or winter, the sunlight cannot be as strong as summer, therefore,
maybe can't be reached the ideal lighting time.
6）Choose the best position for the lamp pole, The lamp pole should not be
surrounded by higher obstructions.No other object's shadow is projected onto the
surface of the solar panel at any time after installed .

7）The lights will flashing one time when press the remote 's button after successfully
setting.if not ,it means the lamp didn't receive the remote signal,should adjust the
angle or check the battery of the remote .
8）The lamp will work in "B" mode by default after installation.
9）In order to ensure sufficient lighting time and service life, it is recommended to
work in "B" mode.

7. Warning

(1) If stored in warehouse more than 3 months, it needs to be recharged otherwise
the battery will be damaged.

(2) Only qualified electricians to install this product, as improper operations
might cause burnout, SZZT will not take risk & responsibility.

poor
charging


